
Geomancy Group website enquiries 2013-15

date name enquiry action follow-up

27/09/2013 Sllahdin El Bey seeking info about winter solstice rasing of Djed pillar ritual forwarded to group - no response none

26/10/2013 Lorenza Meneghini Italian/Australian - asking about study resources to become 

geomancer

suggested a few books thanks received

28/11/2013 Lorraine Greenwood Seeking practitioner in London referred to Susie. ?

02/12/2013 Amy Harvey Info on Breemie labyrinth for Uni. Project provided assurance and directions none

17/01/2014 Linda Duff Enquiry regarding energy at  confluence of Thames and 

Kennett & Avon canal in Reading

Forwared to Group for comment - Patrick responed; 

sent her some suggestions for investigation

thanks received

15/04/2014 Les "so you have a news letter?" "No, I'm afraid we don't have a newsletter. Sorry!" none

09/05/2014 Andrea Single parent in Bakewell, on benefits, experiencing gossip 

and bullying from community

Suggested Joanne, but unavailable. Then mentioned 

some non-GG practitioners and likely prices

 declined due to costs.

10/08/2014 David Cowan wanting to join group, mainly plugging his new book Extended warm greetings, explained who we were, 

asked for link share

Hadn't realised who we were, sent best 

wishes.

28/11/2014 Pascale Consultation in Peckham referred to Susie. ?

09/12/2014 Eva Looking for groups or practitioners in Cumbria for learning referred to Joanne's events and Westmorland 

Dowsers

none

18/12/2014 Prabuddh Dwivedi Vague concerns re. house in Hornchurch referred to Susie. ?

26/12/2014 Christine Schneider Trying to sell house in Austin, Texas suggested trying ASD, get back to us for remote 

work if no luck.

Thanks received, nothing since

05/01/2015 Mary Duckworth-

Tarrant

very vague and rambling email basically just acknowledging 

website  - "I found you by my reading"

none

08/01/2015 Catherine Prosser Consultation in Swansea referred to Patrick P. acknowledged

03/02/2015 Katy Whitby-Last consultation in Aberdeenshire GG responded, some correspondence over costs nothing developed

09/02/2015 Margie Brand consutation for sick friend in Annapolis, Maryland sugested some options including ASD and Institute 

of Bau-Biologie

acknowledged, nothing further.

05/04/2015 Momo Sow "Am just interested in learning about geomancy. Coz it is 

very very instesresting" (sic)

ignored

09/04/2015 Yiskah Reid Addressed to Shaun, looking for an article for magazine forwarded to Shaun ?



09/04/2015 Ryder Coen Looking for advice on aligning sites astronomically suggested a few apps and Sig's orthographic 

projection pages

no response.

13/04/2015 Keren Voigts Kansas City - looking for house clearing help sugested contacting ASD or remote working no response.

12/05/2015 Hele K London - wanted EMF measurements before/after install of 

Schumann resonator

suggested Roy Riggs ordered GG's book on Technostress

17/05/2015 Mike seeking geomancer in S. California suggested Feather Anderson no response.

20/05/2015 Ross Butcher Looking for distributor of geomancy book - he also wrote to 

Western Geomancy.

suggested Amazon, offered to critique book no response.

22/05/2015 Josep asking about protective effect of cork against GS referred to Richard's GS article where this is 

mentioned, suggested he contact Richard.

none

04/06/2015 Mario Bezjak Croatia - extremely long and incoherent email with his full 

life story. Appears to want us to send him a book.

ignored

21/06/2015 Muhammad Abdu 

Gwangwazo

"I am practising Arab geomancy so and I have an interest in 

joining you"

ignored

24/07/2015 Katherine Stuart USA-Looking for website to determine underground water 

flows in house

suggested she contact ASD for a dowser. none

28/07/2015 Wendy Kennedy Raleigh, NC - seeking practitioner. Saw us mentioned on 

Gaiam TV David Wilcock Show (presumably one of these, you 

need to pay to sign up for the full episodes: 

http://www.gaiamtv.com/search/sp/David%20Wilcock?p=2

&category=video)

Suggested Patrick could work on property remotely, 

or contact ASD for a GS specialist

none

05/08/2015 Maryte Pranaitiene Derby - seeking practitioner referred to Fay Fay made contact but too busy with BSD 

at present. To follow-up.

14/08/2015 Marlen Harsanyi "can someone give me a call (US number)" "err… no, sorry; we're a UK-based group" "OK" (ENQUIRY OF THE YEAR AWARD)

20/08/2015 Greg Izzi Another viewer of David Wilcock's show - asked about 

harmonising energy in his bedroom with a crystal pyramid. 

Also about efficacy of earthing products

Suggested he contact a dowser through ASD and 

recommended earthing sheet.

Thanks received.

22/08/2015 Pauline Watkins Western Australia - wanted to talk to someone about GS referred to Australian dowsers or remote survey none

27/08/2015 Lindsay Troon - looking for consultation GG responded, some correspondence ensued ongoing

03/09/2015 Alice Oldman Norfolk - seeking consultation referred to Sarah & Brannie ongoing

26/09/2015 Sally Huntley Washington State, US - GS consultation suggested Chuck Pettis, Feather Anderson, or 

Canadian Society of Questers

none

26/09/2015 Lisa Ogorsolka Everett, Washington, US - wondering about feng-shui around 

her home

referred as above none



05/10/2015 Lynn Anderson Franklin County, NY - dowser experiencing various problems 

around her labyrinth and cloudbuster. Also saw David 

Wilcock's show!

referred to Patrick ongoing


